beautiful bathroom surfaces
nuance

smart surfaces | clever ideas
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welcome to Bushboard
We have been developing kitchen and bathroom
surfaces in the UK since 1935 and the idea that
everyone deserves great design, whatever their
budget, underpins our entire approach to surfacing.
When you buy a Bushboard product you are buying
into our ethos of exceptional quality, exquisite
design and excellent value and, of course, first class
customer care. We are proud that our surfaces are
made in the UK.
We want to ensure you get the very best from your
new wall panels and worksurfaces - our products
carry a 15 year guarantee so you can be sure your
Nuance® bathroom wall panels and worksurfaces will
look sensational for years to come.
Front cover: Calacatta Statuario in glaze texture
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welcome to Nuance
Be inspired in your bathroom by what Nuance can do.
It’s the perfect material for today’s bathroom interiors,
combining easy maintenance surfaces with stylish
designs.
Our range offers wall panels and worksurfaces in a wide
choice of designs and textures that can create individual
interiors. Whether your look is traditional, modern or
contemporary, there’s a design that will work for you.
From large scale luxury granites to subtle neutrals and
weathered timbers, you can create long-lasting style.
Let Nuance help you create your perfect bathroom
space to relax in and enjoy for years to come.
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easy to install
and maintain

+5 unique
worksurface decors
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get the look
Here we have used our stunning
Platinum Travertine wall panels
and teamed them with Wildwood
panels, a realistic woodgrain, to
create a luxurious high-end look.
Platinum Travertine wall panelling in riven
texture and Wildwood wall panelling in
grain texture.
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Nuance is different
Our brilliant wall panelling system is transforming
bathroom design. It is an ideal alternative to tiles and
is becoming the fastest growing trend in today’s
bathrooms according to our expanding base of
independent specialist bathroom showrooms
across the UK.
The unique selling points of this product mean
that it is ideal for refurbishments as well as new
installations.
Over the following pages you will see why Nuance
is so different.
It’s what bathrooms have been waiting for!

Pictured right: Alabaster wall and bath panelling in quarry texture and
Wildwood wall panelling in grain texture with White Shell solid surface
vanity surface.
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100% waterproof
With Nuance you can be 100% confident that our
panels are 100% waterproof - that’s because our
panels are uniquely manufactured using a synthetic,
homogenous core that is 100% impervious to water.
Add to that the high-performance laminate surface,
plus installation with our waterproof adhesive and
sealant, BB Complete, and you have a shower
area that is guaranteed for 15 years to cope with
thousands of hours of showering.

Pictured right: Soft Mazzarino wall panelling in quarry texture.

100% waterproof: Exclusive and patented
core is totally impervious to water and will
not swell or degrade
Quality surface: High pressure laminate
surface offers exceptional performance
and easy maintenance
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no trims required
Nuance is unique for being a trim-free system.
The large format panels have a postformed outer
edge that means no trims are required for finishing.
The tongue and groove panels can be jointed with
our bespoke adhesive. This gives you joints which
are 100% watertight and virtually invisible to the eye.
Without the need for metal trims to detract from
the look you have the flexibility to create wonderful
wetrooms, stunning showers, fantastic family
bathrooms and a variety of vanity styles.
Lie back and appreciate the seamless expanse of
uninterrupted design.

Pictured right: Chalkwood wall panelling in riven texture.
Pictured detail: Platinum Travertine in riven texture.

The watertight panel join is
virtually invisible to the eye

No trim required with the
smart postformed edge

No trim required with the
smart postformed edge
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fast installation
Our panels can be tailored and installed in a matter
of hours. In fact, in our time trials, Nuance was up
to six times faster to install than traditional tiles. So,
if you’re planning a bathroom project, you can cut
down on the disruption and time taken compared
to tiling.
This makes Nuance ideal for refurbishments
because it can be installed straight over almost
any surface, including tiles, for super fast room
turnaround.
It’s the perfect material for today’s bathroom
interiors.
Pictured right: Grey Paladina wall panelling in glaze texture.
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easy maintenance
Our Nuance laminate panelling is an ideal alternative
to tiling. There are no grout lines to scrub at and
because all it needs is a simple wipe down to keep
it clean, you’ll have more time to relax and enjoy the
look you created!
More and more people are planning their next
bathroom to be future-proof with level access
wetrooms for ease of use as we grow older.
Easy maintenance also goes with easy mobility.
Nuance panels are ideal for panelling out spacious
wetrooms. They are fitted, watertight, floor to
ceiling and can extend outside of the shower
area for enhanced practicality. With no trims and
inconspicuous joints, the large decorative surfaces
are quick and easy to clean.
With Nuance there is no age limit on style.

Pictured right: Alhambra wall panelling in glaze texture teamed with
Terracotta Paladina wall panelling in glaze texture and Wildwood
laminate vanity surfaces in grain texture.
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seamless style
Nuance lets you pull the whole design scheme
together.
For a fashionably streamlined look, why not extend
the panels beyond the shower area? The products
can flow seamlessly throughout the bathroom in
whatever way you choose, inconspicuously running
around internal and external corners.
Why not add a matching or contrasting laminate
panel behind the basin to finish off the look and give
you a smart, elegant and practical surface.
Let the surface do the talking.

Pictured right: Veneto wall panelling and Alabaster wall panelling,
both in quarry texture.
Pictured detail: Platinum Travertine wall panelling in riven texture
with Natural Greystone worksurface in roche texture.
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get the look
Here we have used our fabulous Turin
Marble wall panels on one side of
the room and co-ordinated this with
Natural Greystone wall panels in the
shower area to create a modern and
desirable space.
Turin Marble wall panelling in ultramatt texture and
Natural Greystone wall panelling in roche texture.
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stunning designs
With Nuance you can personalise your bathroom
with an array of designs, colours and surface
textures. Contrast warm woodgrains with natural
stones for a fashionable urban feel, or go for
glamour by combining a luxury-veined granite with a
subtle neutral.
Our designs are printed in life-like proportion and
enhanced by realistic textures, mirroring the natural
beauty of real stone, marble, granite and wood.
Mix it up and create something really special.

Pictured right: Wildwood wall panelling in grain texture.
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Calacatta Statuario wall panelling in glaze texture.
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Grey Paladina wall panelling in glaze texture.
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nuance + BB Complete
100% waterproof and even the adhesive is
guaranteed!
And it gets even better... because silicone has a life
span, we’ve developed our own PUR sealant.
We know the importance of the final installation,
that’s why we’ve developed BB Complete, our
bespoke adhesive and sealant which should be
used by your installer when your Nuance panels are
fitted.
BB Complete is available in two versions.
Our unique installation adhesive is technically
superior and must be used to bond the panels to
the wall. As this is not seen it is a cost effective
neutral colour. Originally developed for the aircraft
industry it’s flexible, super strong and will not shrink
or break down like silicone. It’s so good we insist
that it’s used to validate your guarantee.
Our 15 year guarantee is built on solid foundations.
BB Complete is also available as a sealant
in a range of colour options. It offers superb
performance and allows your installer to join, bond
and seal your panels.
Always use BB Complete and you’ll have the peace
of mind of our 15 year guarantee.
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= 15 year guarantee
jointing I sealing I bonding I finishing

Jet Black

•

290ml cartridges available in 10 colourways

•

Advanced formulation for superb results

•

Excellent grab adhesion, gap filling properties
and no shrinkage

•

Easy and flexible to work with for bonding,
sealing and finishing

•

Easy to maintain and clean

•

Colour options to suit all designs

•

Cartridges suit any heavy-duty mastic gun

•

290ml = approximately 20 linear metres at a
5mm bead

Ice White

•

Use neutral BB Complete quick grab bonding
adhesive to fix panels. 1 x 290ml tube for a
2420 x 1200mm panel

Vanilla

Slate Grey

Pewter Grey

Silver Grey

Ash Grey

Fudge

Mushroom
Chocolate

The professional bathroom adhesive
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flexible panel sizes
1200mm

Our range of Nuance panels gives real flexibility to
shape the perfect bathroom. The postformed panels
and the standard tongue and groove panels can be
linked together to create walk-in wetrooms and work
with any shower enclosure. And you can finish a
wall wherever you please with the versatile 160mm
finishing panel. Here we show you what’s on offer.

11mm
A

Postformed panels
The most versatile of our panels for shower
enclosures and bath panels.
Features one finished radius edge and one tongue to
link to T&G panels.
Size 2420 x 1200mm one finished radius edge and
one tongue.
Available in 25 ex-stock designs.

600mm

1200mm

11mm
B

11mm
C

Tongue and groove panels

Tongue and groove panels
Our T&G panels in 1200mm widths result in
less joints, as well as offering the flexibility for
less waste and less cost.

Our T&G panels in 600mm widths offer the
flexibility for less waste and less cost.
Size 2420 x 600mm tongue and groove.

Size 2420 x 1200mm tongue and groove.

Available in 25 ex-stock designs.

Available in 25 ex-stock designs.

580mm

160mm

11mm

11mm
D

160mm Finishing panels
This panel allows you to finish a run of T&G panels
vertically with a neat postformed edge detail, instead
of using extrusions. It can also be used as an
upstand.
Size 2420 x 160mm one finished radius edge and
one tongue.

E

Feature panels
With two pre-finished edges, the ideal panel
to finish behind WCs and wash basins. It’s
especially good for cloakrooms and en-suites.
Size 2420 x 580mm with two finished radius
edges.
Available in 25 ex-stock designs.

Available in 25 ex-stock designs.
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A
A

C

C

D

B

C

C

A

C

family shower room
Get the look
Weathered timber with grey hues gives a bathroom
a cool rustic edge, but with a modern relaxed vibe.
The Driftwood panels line out the room blending with
the Alabaster shower area and contrasting Pitch Pine
vanity surfaces.

Driftwood grain

Alabaster quarry

A 3 x 1200mm postformed panel

C 3 x 1200mm tongue & groove panel

B 1 x 600mm tongue & groove panel

Adhesives & Sealants
9 x BB Complete adhesive
2 x BB Complete Pewter Grey sealant
2 x BB Complete Ash Grey sealant

C 2 x 1200mm tongue & groove panel
D 1 x 160mm finishing panel
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hotel at home
Get the look
A chic and classic granite provides the perfect backdrop for
hotel style luxury and an upscale showering experience. Soft
Mazzarino wall panels sit flush on the classic white shower
tray and look super elegant.
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Soft Mazzarino quarry
A 2 x 1200mm postformed panel

Adhesives & Sealants

B 1 x 600mm tongue & groove panel

4 x BB Complete adhesive

C 1 x 1200mm tongue & groove panel

1 x BB Complete Fudge sealant

www.bushboard.co.uk
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family bathroom
Get the look
Classic Travertine creates a timeless and elegant
bathroom. The neutral tones provide a sense of calm
and tranquility. Classic Travertine panels have been
used around the walls and to clad the bath for a
quality, built-in look.

Classic Travertine riven

Adhesives & Sealants

A 2 x 1200mm postformed panel

3 x BB Complete adhesive

B 1 x 600mm tongue & groove panel

1 x BB Complete Fudge sealant

C 1 x 1200mm postformed panel (enough
for long and return bath panel)
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vanity solutions
Nuance is all about great design with a flexible and
integrated approach for all bathroom layouts.
Whether your design calls for wall hung, semirecessed basins or the latest sit-on basins, Nuance
offers co-ordinated or matching surfaces in laminate
or luxurious solid surface.

Pictured detail: Magma wall panelling in riven texture with matching
vanity surface and finishing panel as an upstand.
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laminate vanity surface
A laminate vanity surface gives a smart
and integrated design look.
Sizes available:
3000 x 360mm for semi-recess basins
3000 x 600mm for sit-on or inset basins
Available in 22 matching and co-ordinating
designs, see the matrix on page 38.
Alabaster wall panelling in quarry texture teamed
with Pitch Pine laminate vanity surfaces in ultramatt
texture.
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wall hung
A laminate panel can be turned horizontally
and fixed to hide a cistern or pipes giving a
perfect, waterproof finish behind bathroom
furniture, vanity units and WCs.
Sizes available:
2420 x 1200mm with a pre-finished
postformed edge.
Available in 25 designs, see the matrix on
page 38
Alabaster wall panelling in quarry texture and
Wildwood wall panelling in grain texture with White
Shell solid surface vanity surface.
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solid surface
vanity surface
Solid surface is a high performance, sleek
material that will enhance your bathroom
with a designer touch.
Sizes available:
2400 x 360mm for semi-recess basins
2400 x 600mm for sit-on or inset basins
2400 x 100mm upstand
Available in 2 designs, see the matrix on
page 38.
The surfaces are sanded and finished on
3 edges for ease of installation.
Turin Marble wall panelling in ultramatt texture with
Black Sparkle solid surface vanity surface.
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watertight solutions
There is a wide range of shower trays available
in many sizes and shapes to fit with your chosen
shower configuration, from designer low profile trays
to level access shower trays for a wetroom. Each
has its own characteristics and features.
You can rest assured that for whatever style you
choose, Nuance panels are the perfect fit.
So whether you want a traditional shower cubicle
or a sleek and seamless, level access wetroom,
Nuance is the solution.
Pictured detail: Platinum Travertine wall panelling in riven texture.
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Frost glaze

PW

Platinum Travertine riven
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PW

Antique Paladina glaze

P

Calacatta Statuario glaze

PW

Chalkwood riven

P

Terracotta Paladina glaze

P

Imperador Gloss

W

Soft Mazzarino quarry

P = wall panels I W = worksurface

PW

Veneto quarry

P

Grey Paladina glaze

P

Alhambra glaze

PW

Wildwood grain

Petra gloss

PW

Kota gloss

PW

W

www.bushboard.co.uk

Arctic Gloss

Marble Noir gloss

PW

Alabaster quarry

P

Marble Sable Fa

P

Turin Marble ultramatt

Black Granite gloss

W

Vanilla Quartz gloss

PW

P = wall panels I W = worksurface

Ebony Oak grain

White Quartz gloss

PW

PW

Driftwood grain

PW

P

Classic Travertine riven

PW

Natural Greystone roche

PW

Black Quartz gloss

PW

Cinder Quartz gloss

PW

W

PW

Magma riven

Pitch Pine ultramatt

W

Black Sparkle solid Surface

W

White Shell solid Surface

W

Order samples on our website: www.bushboard.co.uk or call 01933 232 242
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price group

design

texture

adhesive colour

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
4

Alhambra
Antique Paladina
Black Quartz
Calacatta Statuario
Chalkwood
Cinder Quartz
Grey Paladina
Terracotta Paladina
Vanilla Quartz
White Quartz
Alabaster
Classic Travertine		
Driftwood
Frost		
Magma
Natural Greystone
Platinum Travertine
Soft Mazzarino
Turin Marble
Veneto
Wildwood		
Arctic
Marble Noir
Marble Sable		
Petra
Black Granite		
Ebony Oak
Imperador
Kota
Pitch Pine
Black Sparkle
White Shell

glaze
glaze
gloss
glaze
riven
gloss
glaze
glaze
gloss
gloss
quarry
riven
grain
glaze
riven
roche
riven
quarry
ultramatt
quarry
grain
gloss
gloss
fa
gloss
gloss
grain
gloss
gloss
ultramatt
solid surface
solid surface

fudge
chocolate
jet black
silver grey
pewter grey
chocolate
pewter grey
fudge
vanilla
ice white
ash grey
fudge
pewter grey
silver grey
slate grey
pewter grey
silver grey
fudge
silver grey
mushroom
mushroom
ice white
jet black
fudge
vanilla
jet black
chocolate
chocolate
fudge
fudge
jet black
ice white

Worksurfaces
Laminate worksurfaces come with a matching 1500mm edge strip.
Solid surface worksurfaces are factory sanded and finished on 3
edges.Additional edging, jointing and finishing kits are available.
Panels
Patterns are not designed to match across tongue and groove joints.
This can be more obvious in some designs than others.
Panel trims
Nuance panels are waterproof so do not require trims. However, if
you have a preference to use them they are available in bright
polish, white and black.

Bath, shower and sink panels

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
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•
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•
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Worksurfaces
Laminate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Upstand
Solid Surface

Worksurfaces
Solid Surface

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2400 x 100 x 5mm
upstand

2400 x 600 x 34mm
worksurface

2400 x 360 x 34mm
worksurface

3000 x 600 x 28mm
worksurface

3000 x 360 x 28mm
worksurface

2420 x 580 x 11mm
feature panel

2420 x 160 x 11mm
finishing panel

2420 x 1200 x 11mm
T & G panel

2420 x 600 x 11mm
T & G panel

2420 x 1200 x 11mm
postformed panel

the professional bathroom adhesive

Complete coloured
adhesive and sealant

nuance

•
•

•
•

BB Complete Adhesive
To validate your 15 year guarantee BB Complete Adhesive must be
used.
Nuance must be bonded to the wall with BB Complete panel adhesive
and as this is not seen it is a cost effective neutral colour. Designed to
fit a heavy-duty mastic gun, one cartridge installs one 1200mm panel.
BB Complete is also available as a sealant in 10 colour options to
co-ordinate with the full range of Nuance designs. See the range
matrix above for our suggested colour for your chosen design.

Types: internal, external and end cap.

The Company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice. Every effort has been made to achieve faithful representations of our
products in this brochure, but due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual material are requested before purchasing.
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faq’s
Do I need to use metal trims?
Nuance is unique for being a trim-free system. No trims are required for finishing. Please refer to page 10.
Can I sit the Nuance panel directly onto a shower tray or bath edge?
Yes. Nuance panels must be fitted onto a shower tray or bath edge and a 3-5mm gap left, which should be
filled with a bead of BB Complete coloured sealant.
How much adhesive and sealant is required for one panel?
1 x 290ml tube of adhesive is required to bond a 1200mm panel to the wall. 1 x 290ml tube of sealant
contains 20 linear metres at a 5mm bead.
Can I hang wall mounted items to Nuance panels?
Yes, wall mounted items can be hung on to a Nuance panel as long as the fixings go through the panel into
a solid wall behind.
Do I have to use BB Complete and how should it be used?
Yes, you have to use BB Complete adhesive and sealant in order to validate your 15 year guarantee. BB
Nuance is our neutral quick grab adhesive used for bonding panels to the wall. BB Complete coloured
sealant should be used for all joints.
Can I use a Nuance panel as a bath panel so it will match the rest of the bathroom?
Yes, visit www.bushboard.co.uk and watch our installation video for advice on how to cut a 1200mm
postformed panel for this purpose.
Can I fit the Nuance panels to plasterboard?
Yes, as long as the plasterboard is secure, flat, smooth and clean.
Can I apply Nuance panels directly to tiles?
Yes, as long as the tiles are clean, smooth and solid and all existing sealant is removed. The tiles should be
scarified with abrasive paper.
Can you butt joint panels together?
Yes, ensure that BB Complete sealant is used to form watertight joints.
How do I clean Nuance panels?
All you need to do is wipe them down with a moist cloth and your favourite mild detergent.
What if my ceiling is taller than the height of the panel?
The maximum height of the panel is 2420mm. If you require taller than this you can butt joint panels, to the
top, to achieve the desired height.
Can I use Nuance for floors or ceilings?
Nuance ia a bathroom wall panelling system and can’t be used on floors and ceilings.
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here to help
Choosing a new bathroom is an exciting time and
we have all the tools you need.
Start online with our Nuance planner, get creative
with our Design Studio and then order your samples
and find a retailer. With Nuance it’s so easy.
Make it real
See how Nuance can shape the perfect bathroom
from walk-in wetrooms to shower enclosures and
family bathrooms.
We will show you how easy it is to transform your
bathroom design with Nuance.
Visit www.bushboard.co.uk/nuance
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what to do next!
order brochures I order free samples I create with our design studio
find inspiration for your home I find a retailer near you
www.bushboard.co.uk

Sampling

Our Retail Partners

Customer Support Team

Every year thousands of
customers use our sampling
service to help them plan their
new bathroom scheme.

We have thousands of retail
partners who will be happy
to help you with your new
bathroom plans, give you
advice and enable you to
explore the full range of
Nuance samples.

Need to talk?

Your retailer can request these
for you or you can order them
directly by visiting our website.
In fact, to make it really easy,
we will send you up to six of
your favourite designs, free of
charge, delivered direct to your
door.
www.bushboard.co.uk

Our Customer Support Team
is here to help.
01933 232 272
help@bushboard.co.uk

Simply enter your postcode
into our ‘Find a retailer’ search
on our website to find those
nearest to you.

@bushboard

www.bushboard.co.uk/
retailers

@bushboard

facebook.com/
bushboard
Bushboard
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peace of mind
At Bushboard we’re passionate about everything
we do and we’re always here to help.
We invest heavily in high quality manufacturing
and work with the best materials and suppliers.
Our values of partnership, loyalty and an ethical
approach mean we do what’s right; that’s why
we’ve been around since 1935.
Even after Bushboard products arrive in your home
we strive to assure a quality installation. Our BB
Complete adhesive and sealant range is designed
to make the installer’s life easier and assure a
quality long-lasting installation for you.
Care & Maintenance
Nuance panels and worksurfaces are so easy
to maintain. On a day-to-day basis all you need
to do is wipe them down with a moist cloth and
your favourite mild detergent. Do not use abrasive
cleaners and bleaches.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Full details can be found in our Care and
Maintenance leaflet. One of these is included with
every Nuance product purchased but if you need a
copy please download it from our website.

Nuance products come with a
15 year guarantee against
manufacturing defects.

tel: 01933 232 242
email: help@bushboard.co.uk

@bushboard
www.facebook.com/bushboard
@bushboard
Bushboard

10

Visit www.bushboard.co.uk to find
full details.
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Bushboard Ltd
9-29 Rixon Road
Wellingborough
NN8 4BA

1200

The company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice. Every effort has been made to achieve faithful
representations of our products in this brochure, but due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual material are
requested before purchasing.
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bushboard.co.uk
A WILSONART COMPANY

log on to
www.bushboard.co.uk
to create your own look.

Back cover picture: Platinum Travertine wall panelling in riven texture.

UK Patent Application 1504115.5 and International Patent Application PCT/
GB2016/050459 pending.
Nuance® is a registered trademark of Bushboard Limited
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